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Major brand, Sports Direct, has a national chain of fully equipped gyms which 
members enjoy for a fraction of the cost of many other gym chains around the 
country.

At its new venue in Newport, Gwent, Style worked with architects, RPS Planning 
and Development, and Barnwood Shopfitting to provide a flexible and stylish 
workout area.

SStylefold 120 was agreed as the best solution for this type of environment; a folding 
wall fitted with double PVC seals all round offering high levels of flexibility as well as 
impressive acoustic integrity.

Supplied as either a centrefold or endfold configuration, to accommodate different 
parking requirements, all panels are continuously hinged and the lead panel is 
supplied as a pass door as standard.

Stylefold 120 also offers a range of finishes, and on this occasion Sports Direct added 
their own smart gtheir own smart graphics once the folding walls were installed.

“We were delighted to have been appointed by Sports Direct Fitness,” said Style’s 
group managing director, Julian Sargent. “We installed three Stylefold walls in total 
to create great flexibility, all with 46dB Rw acoustics and a floor supported bottom 
rolling configuration.

“Due to the amount of gym equipment available to members, space was very limited. 
However Stylefold is good in areas where there are restrictions on floor space, and it 
can be opened and closed wcan be opened and closed with ease to either divide the room or turn it into one 
expansive area.”

Style is the UK’s market leading moveable partitioning specialist and is the exclusive 
UK partner to DORMA, Skyfold and SWG, offering an extensive range of solutions to 
meet all requirements and budgets.
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